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Abstract

We explain how the disparate kinematics of quantum mechanics (finite-
dimensional Hilbert space of QM) and special relativity (Minkowski space-
time from the Lorentz transformations of SR) can both be based on one
principle (relativity principle). This is made possible by the axiomatic
reconstruction of QM via information-theoretic principles, which has suc-
cessfully recast QM as a principle theory a la SR. That is, in the quantum
reconstruction program (QRP) and SR, the formalisms (Hilbert space
and Lorentz transformations, respectively) are derived from empirically
discovered facts (Information Invariance & Continuity and light postu-
late, respectively), so QM and SR are “principle theories” as defined by
Einstein. While SR has a compelling fundamental principle to justify its
empirically discovered fact (relativity principle), QRP has not produced
a compelling fundamental principle or causal mechanism to account for
its empirically discovered fact. To unify these disparate kinematics, we
show how the relativity principle (“no preferred reference frame” NPRF)
can also be used to justify Information Invariance & Continuity. We do
this by showing that when QRP’s operational notion of measurement is
spatialized, Information Invariance & Continuity entails the empirically
discovered fact that everyone measures the same value for Planck’s con-
stant h, regardless of their relative spatial orientations or locations (Planck
postulate). Since Poincaré transformations relate inertial reference frames
via spatial rotations and translations as well as boosts, and Planck’s con-
stant h and the speed of light c are constants of Nature per Planck’s
radiation law and Maxwell’s equations (respectively), the relativity prin-
ciple justifies the Planck postulate just like it justifies the light postulate.
Essentially, NPRF + c is an adynamical global constraint over the space-
time configuration of worldtubes for bodily objects while NPRF + h is an
adynamical global constraint over the distribution of quanta among those
bodily objects.
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1 Introduction

Clauser won the 2022 Nobel Prize in Physics for his work in quantum physics
and said [Greene, 2013]:

I was, again, very saddened that I had not overthrown quantum
mechanics because I had, and to this day still have, great difficulty
in understanding it.

Gell-Mann also won the Nobel Prize in Physics for his work in quantum physics
and said [Wolpert, 1993, p. 144]:

We all know how to use [quantum mechanics] and how to apply it to
problems; and so we have learned to live with the fact that nobody
can understand it.

Feynman is yet another Nobel Prize winner for his work in quantum physics
who said [Feynman, 1964]:

I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechan-
ics.

Despite the fact that “There is no ambiguity, no confusion, and spectacular suc-
cess” when we use quantum mechanics, “we lack ... any consensus about what
one is actually talking about as one uses quantum mechanics” [Mermin, 2019].
This obtains despite decades of work trying to interpret quantum mechanics
(QM).

While the foundations of physics community has produced many interpre-
tations of QM, none has found consensus support. [Fuchs, 2002] writes:

What is the cause of this year-after-year sacrifice to the “great mys-
tery?” Whatever it is, it cannot be for want of a self-ordained solu-
tion: Go to any meeting, and it is like being in a holy city in great
tumult. You will find all the religions with all their priests pitted in
holy war ... . They all declare to see the light, the ultimate light.
Each tells us that if we will accept their solution as our savior, then
we too will see the light.

As [Maudlin, 2011] points out, every interpretation has its flaw that the other
“religions” can attack:

They may correctly note that according to every one of their rival
theories, God was malicious, and having thus eliminated every other
possibility, claim their own theory the victor. The problem is that
every partisan can argue in this way since every theory posits some
funny business on the part of the Deity.
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The problem as articulated by [Van Camp, 2011] is that, “Constructive in-
terpretations are attempted, but they are not unequivocally constructive in any
traditional sense.” [Van Camp, 2011] concludes:

The interpretive work that must be done is less in coming up with a
constructive theory and thereby explaining puzzling quantum phe-
nomena, but more in explaining why the interpretation counts as
explanatory at all given that it must sacrifice some key aspect of the
traditional understanding of causal-mechanical explanation.

In short, despite decades of effort within the foundations community no con-
sensus constructive account of QM has been produced. Nor for that matter has
any consensus principle or structural account of QM been produced.

According to Einstein, a constructive theory is based on dynamical laws
and/or mechanistic causal processes (causal mechanisms) while a principle the-
ory is based on an empirically discovered fact [Einstein, 1919]. He used the
kinetic theory of gases as an example of a constructive theory and thermody-
namics as an example of a principle theory where the empirically discovered
fact at its foundation is “perpetual motion machines are impossible.” Special
relativity (SR) is also a principle theory based on the empirically discovered
fact that everyone measures the same value for the speed of light c, regard-
less of their uniform relative motions (light postulate). Another way to view
the distinction between constructive and principle theories was proposed by
[Maltrana et al., 2022]:

Those theories that allow us to trace the causal mechanisms that
explain mechanistically the occurrence of a certain phenomenon we
call “mechanistic theories.” And those theories that lack agents
whose actions are causally responsible for phenomena, but that in-
stead provide general constraints or structural elements that lead to
unificationist explanations we call “structural theories.”

Obviously, their mechanistic theory corresponds to Einstein’s constructive the-
ory and their structural theory corresponds to Einstein’s principle theory. Ac-
cording to the conventional definition of constructive or mechanistic explanation,
causal mechanisms provide the explanans. By extension, one would then expect
principle explanation to be the same as structural explanation, but in Section
2 we propose an important distinction.

Briefly, in structural explanation per [Felline, 2018a] the formalism of the
principle theory provides the explanans while in principle explanation per
[Silberstein et al., 2021] a compelling fundamental principle that justifies the
empirically discovered fact at the basis of a principle theory provides the
most fundamental explanans. For example, [Felline, 2018a] and [Janssen, 2009]
would say the explanans for structural explanation in the principle theory of
SR is the Minkowski spacetime (M4) of its formalism (Lorentz transforma-
tions) and the invariant causal structure of M4 is so widely accepted as an
explanans that it is commonly seen in presentations for a general audience,
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e.g., [PBS Space Time, 2017]. Notice that this does not require any reason for
the existence of the empirically discovered fact, whence the formalism of the
corresponding principle theory.

In SR, the justification of its empirically discovered fact (observer-
independence of c) is the relativity principle – the laws of physics (including
their constants of Nature) are the same in all inertial reference frames – because
the value c in the light postulate is part of Maxwell’s equations. We label this
NPRF + c for short, where NPRF stands for “no preferred reference frame.”
So, [Silberstein et al., 2021] would say the most fundamental explanans for prin-
ciple explanation in SR is the relativity principle. This principle explanation
is so widely accepted that it is presented in popular introductory physics text-
books, e.g., [Serway and Jewett, 2019] and [Knight, 2022], without controversy
or qualification.

Of course, as [Norton, 2004] and [Darrigol, 2022b] point out, the relativity
principle was important for Newtonian mechanics as well. Indeed, as explained
by [Goyal, 2020], Newton’s laws of motion can be derived from conservation and
the relativity principle. The difference is that Newtonian mechanics and SR are
based on two different empirically discovered facts, i.e., the speed of light is
infinity in Newtonian mechanics while it is c in SR. In Newtonian mechanics,
that empirically discovered fact is unjustified while for SR it follows necessarily
from Maxwell’s equations. [Norton, 2004] writes:

Until this electrodynamics emerged, special relativity could not
arise; once it had emerged, special relativity could not be stopped.

Once you have SR, Newtonian mechanics is understood as its c→ ∞ limit. Per
[Silberstein et al., 2021], by justifying the light postulate the relativity princi-
ple is ultimately responsible for reconciling a conflict between Galilean-invariant
Newtonian mechanics and Lorentz-invariant Maxwell’s equations, thereby uni-
fying mechanics and electrodynamics by “a subsumption of both theories under
a higher principle” [Giovanelli, 2023].

Our goal here is to bring this distinction to bear on the information-theoretic
reconstruction of QM (the quantum reconstruction program, QRP), which has
succeeded in rendering QM a principle theory without producing a consensus
understanding of QM. We argue that the reason (the otherwise successful) QRP
has failed to produce a consensus understanding of QM is that structural ex-
planation per its formalism of information-theoretic principles fails to provide
either of the two characteristics of a successful “principle theory approach” per
[Van Camp, 2011], i.e., it has failed to provide “clear empirical understanding”
or increase unification. So, structural explanation fails for the reconstruction of
QM even though it is successful and reasonable for SR. Therefore, we propose a
completion of QRP via principle explanation per [Silberstein et al., 2021] that
does result in “clear empirical understanding” and broad-based unification. This
completion may be thought of as an “interpretation of QRP” via the spatial-
ization of QRP’s purely operational notion of measurement per [Goyal, 2024].
And perhaps surprisingly, that unification is between QM and SR, two theories
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that are widely believed to be in tension or outright conflict due to quantum
entanglement [Albert and Galchen, 2009, Mamone-Capria, 2018].
For example, [Bell, 1986] complained:

For me this is the real problem with quantum theory: the apparently
essential conflict between any sharp formulation and fundamental
relativity.

Likewise, [Popescu and Rohrlich, 1994] write:

Quantum mechanics, which does not allow us to transmit signals
faster than light, preserves relativistic causality. But quantum me-
chanics does not always allow us to consider distant systems as sep-
arate, as Einstein assumed. The failure of Einstein separability vio-
lates, not the letter, but the spirit of special relativity, and left many
physicists (including Bell) deeply unsettled.

And, [Maudlin, 2011, p. 23] writes:

We cannot simply accept the pronouncements of our best theories,
no matter how strange, if those pronouncements contradict each
other. The two foundation stones of modern physics, Relativity and
quantum theory, appear to be telling us quite different things about
the world.

Essentially, we unify QM and SR by viewing SR as a principle explanation as
above, then completing QRP via principle explanation with the same explanans,
i.e., the relativity principle.

What we mean by unification here is simply “to relate two or more disparate
concepts or structures.” For example, Maxwell unified the electric and magnetic
fields by showing how the electric field can create the magnetic field and vice-
versa. Then, Einstein unified Maxwell’s electromagnetism and mechanics by
showing how both share the same M4 kinematics of SR. This resolved the true
conflict between Lorentz-invariant Maxwell’s equations and Galilean-invariant
Newtonian mechanics kinematically, since the Galilean-invariant spacetime of
Newtonian mechanics follows from M4 in the limit v

c ≪ 1.
In that spirit, we bring QM into the fold by showing how the disparate

kinematic structures of SR (M4) and QM (Hilbert space) follow from the same
relativity principle. So the historical pattern as shown in Figure 1 is: two dis-
parate concepts (electric and magnetic fields) unified by one theory (electromag-
netism) followed by two disparate theories (electromagnetism and mechanics)
unified by one kinematics (M4) followed by two disparate kinematics (M4 and
Hilbert space) unified by one principle (relativity principle).

Of course, we need to address the perceived conflict between QM and SR
due to the perceived conflict between their kinematics, i.e., the entangled states
of Hilbert space and the causal structure of M4. First, the correlations of en-
tangled states are Lorentz invariant. Second, assuming those entangled states
are complete, there is no ‘hidden’ dynamics to account constructively for space-
like related quantum outcomes, so the entangled states per se cannot violate
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Figure 1: Increased Unification.

Lorentz covariance. This holds even though the time evolution of the state vec-
tor in Hilbert space (dynamics) is governed by Schrödinger’s equation which
is not Lorentz covariant, because we’re only concerned with the distribution of
quantum outcomes in M4. For example, one can use the path integral approach
for computing these distributions and forego talk of the time evolution of the
state vector altogether.

In contrast, one might attempt to render SR a constructive explanation by
replacing the relativity principle with a constructive account of the light pos-
tulate. For example, movement through the luminiferous aether causes length
contraction in just the right way such that everyone measures the same value
for the speed of light c, regardless of their relative motions. [Maudlin, 2011, p.
221] writes:

For example, it is possible to design theories that are empirically
equivalent to the Special Theory of Relativity but that posit New-
tonian Absolute Space and Absolute Time. If one supposes that
Maxwell’s equations hold in only the One True Reference Frame
one can then derive that the behavior of electromagnetic clocks and
measuring rods will not allow one to discover which inertial reference
frame is the One True One. Rods will shrink and clocks will slow
down in just such a way that the speed of light seems to be the same
in all frames, though it is not.
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In that case, the derivation of the Lorentz transformations from the light
postulate, i.e., SR as a principle theory, is unaffected while the relativity princi-
ple is arguably refuted by the preferred reference frame of the aether. However,
the physics community long ago abandoned any widespread effort to render SR
a constructive explanation while SR as a structural or principle explanation is
widely accepted. [Maudlin, 2011, p. 221] continues:

Such a theory, although logically consistent and empirically impec-
cable, is generally considered to be inferior to Special Relativity.
The grounds for this judgement are not usually made very explicit,
but the general idea is that it would be awfully deceptive to create a
world with Absolute Space and then use the laws of physics to hide
its existence from us.

Therefore, the principle theory of QM that QRP has produced might provide an
understanding of QM as robust as our understanding of SR should it be com-
pleted as a principle explanation via the relativity principle. That is precisely
what we will do in this paper.

Of course, this opens the door to a debate on whether or not principle
explanation can be considered explanatory at all. One might open yet another
door into the debate on causation. We are not going to proceed through either
of those doors in this paper. For all practical purposes, you may believe as
Einstein did that [Howard and Giovanelli, 2019]:

Ultimate understanding requires a constructive theory, but often,
says Einstein, progress in theory is impeded by premature attempts
at developing constructive theories in the absence of sufficient con-
straints by means of which to narrow the range of possible construc-
tive theories.

In Section 2, we will simply argue a la [Fuchs, 2002] that:

Where present-day quantum-foundation studies have stagnated in
the stream of history is not so unlike where the physics of length
contraction and time dilation stood before Einstein’s 1905 paper on
special relativity.

That is, the impasse that led Einstein to develop SR as a principle explana-
tion as alluded to by [Howard and Giovanelli, 2019] was the failure by physi-
cists to find a consensus constructive account of the light postulate, whence
the Lorentz transformations. SR resulted when Einstein decided to abort “con-
structive efforts” and turned to principle explanation, justifying the light postu-
late with the relativity principle rather than deriving it via causal mechanisms.
[Einstein, 1949] wrote:

By and by I despaired of the possibility of discovering the true laws
by means of constructive efforts based on known facts. The longer
and the more despairingly I tried, the more I came to the conviction
that only the discovery of a universal formal principle could lead us
to assured results.
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Likewise, “quantum-foundation studies have stagnated” because of a pervasive
failure of “constructive efforts” as noted by [Van Camp, 2011] above.

Given this historical precedent, in what [Berghofer, 2023] describes as “Per-
haps the paper that can be regarded as the proper beginning of the quantum
reconstruction project,” [Rovelli, 1996] suggested we stop trying to interpret
QM and rather seek to derive it in principle fashion:

[Q]uantum mechanics will cease to look puzzling only when we will
be able to derive the formalism of the theory from a set of sim-
ple physical assertions (“postulates”, “principles”) about the world.
Therefore, we should not try to append a reasonable interpretation
to the quantum mechanics formalism, but rather to derive the for-
malism from a set of experimentally motivated postulates.

Again, [Rovelli, 1996] was motivated by the success of SR:

The reasons for exploring such a strategy are illuminated by an obvi-
ous historical precedent: special relativity. ... Special relativity is a
well understood physical theory, appropriately credited to Einstein’s
1905 celebrated paper. The formal content of special relativity, how-
ever, is coded into the Lorentz transformations, written by Lorentz,
not by Einstein, and before 1905. So, what was Einstein’s contri-
bution? It was to understand the physical meaning of the Lorentz
transformations.

The counterpart to the Lorentz transformations of SR is the Hilbert space of
QM and Rovelli suggested “simple physical assertions ... about the world” might
be found by viewing QM as a probability theory about information. This set in
motion the axiomatic reconstruction of QM via information-theoretic principles.

In Section 3, we will (selectively) review the history of QRP. In short,
[Hardy, 2001] produced the first of the so-called axiomatic reconstructions of
QM based on information-theoretic principles with his 2001 paper, “Quantum
Theory from Five Reasonable Axioms” [Jaeger, 2018]. Since then, many such
axiomatic reconstructions of QM have been produced with what [Müller, 2023]
calls the “first fully rigorous, complete reconstructions” being produced by
[Chiribella et al., 2010] and [Masanes and Müller, 2011]. What these recon-
structions show (one way or another) is that the (finite-dimensional) Hilbert
space formalism of QM can be derived from an empirically discovered fact called
Information Invariance & Continuity due to [Brukner and Zeilinger, 2009].
Thus, QRP has succeeded in rendering QM a principle theory based on
information-theoretic principles per their desideratum.
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Despite the longstanding success of QRP, the foundations community overall
has not been sold on this information-theoretic understanding of QM. In Section
4, we will explain two objections often voiced about QRP:

1. The information-theoretic principles are “highly abstract math-
ematical assumptions without an immediate physical meaning”
[Dakic and Brukner, 2009].

2. The reconstructions do not contain anything beyond QM, so they do not
“offer more unification of the phenomena than quantum mechanics already
does since they are equivalent” [Van Camp, 2011].

We will overcome these objections by proposing a completion of QRP via prin-
ciple explanation a la SR.

Specifically, in Section 5 we explain how Information Invariance & Conti-
nuity with spatialized measurement entails the Planck postulate, i.e., everyone
measures the same value for Planck’s constant h, regardless of their relative
spatial orientations or locations. Since spatial rotations and translations are
part of the Poincaré group, and h is a constant of Nature per Planck’s radiation
law, it’s obvious that the Planck postulate can be justified by the relativity
principle. In a sense, the Planck postulate is an “interpretation” of Information
Invariance & Continuity per the spatialization of QRP’s operational notion of
measurement along the lines called for by [Berghofer, 2023] and [Goyal, 2024].

Finally, since Information Invariance & Continuity is (one way or another)
at the foundation of QRP reconstructions of Hilbert space for QM, we have
rendered QM a principle explanation (NPRF + h) with the same fundamental
explanans as SR (NPRF + c). That is, the kinematics of QM and SR (Hilbert
space and M4, respectively) are unified in that both follow from the relativity
principle. Our understanding of QM is completed by realizing that Schrödinger’s
equation (dynamics) of QM, which gives the time evolution of the state vector
in a fixed-dimensional Hilbert space, is simply the low-energy approximation of
the Lorentz-invariant Klein-Gordon equation [Zee, 2003, p. 172].

In Section 6 we show how the quantum-mechanical probabilities for the
qubit and the joint probabilities for a Bell spin state follow from NPRF +
h [Stuckey et al., 2022]. We finish this section by pointing out that in the
Stern-Gerlach measurement of spin, the polarization measurement of pho-
tons, and the double-slit experiment, NPRF + h demands that a classi-
cally continuous quantity (angular momentum, energy, and momentum, re-
spectively) be quantized such that the classically continuous prediction ob-
tains on average over the distribution of quantum events. Thus, NPRF + h
can be understood as an adynamical global constraint over the distribution
of quantum events in spacetime in accord with the “all-at-once” explanation
of [Price, 1996, Stuckey et al., 2008, Evans et al., 2010, Esfeld and Gisin, 2013,
Wharton, 2015, Silberstein et al., 2018, Adlam, 2021, Wharton and Liu, 2022,
Hance et al., 2022, Adlam and Rovelli, 2022].
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That is, per [Adlam, 2022] the mystery of entanglement isn’t due to the in-
dividual properties of events in spacetime, but it’s the result of some property
of all the events involved. So, the constraints responsible for the correlations
will be spatiotemporally global “all-at-once” constraints, which “makes them
a poor fit for a dynamic production picture.” For example, in order for the
Bell flash ontology of [Esfeld and Gisin, 2013] to be relativistically covariant,
you must consider entire possible histories or distributions of flashes in space-
time and give up stories about the temporal development of those histories or
distributions. Likewise, [Adlam and Rovelli, 2022] conclude that the ontology
most compatible with relational quantum mechanics involves laws “that apply
atemporally to the whole of history, fixing the entire distribution of quantum
events [throughout spacetime] all at once.”

In Section 7 we conclude that QM can be completed via principle expla-
nation with “an immediate physical meaning” while unifying QM and SR in
an unexpected way. Since you don’t hear Nobel Laureates in Physics saying
“nobody understands special relativity,” perhaps this completion of QM via
the relativity principle will put an end to Nobel Laureates in Physics saying
“nobody understands quantum mechanics,” regardless of whether or not a con-
sensus constructive counterpart is ever found.

2 Constructive, Structural and Principle Expla-
nation

While both [Silberstein et al., 2021] and [Felline, 2011, Felline, 2018b,
Felline, 2018a, Felline, 2021] (see also references therein) base constructive
and principle explanation on Einstein’s notions of constructive and principle
theories (according to convention), the structural explanation of Felline differs
importantly from the principle explanation of [Silberstein et al., 2021] used
herein. Let’s review constructive and principle theories per [Einstein, 1919]:

We can distinguish various kinds of theories in physics. Most of
them are constructive. They attempt to build up a picture of
the more complex phenomena out of the materials of a relatively
simple formal scheme from which they start out. Thus the kinetic
theory of gases seeks to reduce mechanical, thermal, and diffusional
processes to movements of molecules – i.e., to build them up out
of the hypothesis of molecular motion. When we say that we
have succeeded in understanding a group of natural processes, we
invariably mean that a constructive theory has been found which
covers the processes in question.

Along with this most important class of theories there exists a
second, which I will call “principle-theories.” These employ the
analytic, not the synthetic, method. The elements which form
their basis and starting point are not hypothetically constructed
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but empirically discovered ones, general characteristics of natural
processes, principles that give rise to mathematically formulated
criteria which the separate processes or the theoretical representa-
tions of them have to satisfy. Thus the science of thermodynamics
seeks by analytical means to deduce necessary conditions, which
separate events have to satisfy, from the universally experienced
fact that perpetual motion is impossible.

The advantages of the constructive theory are completeness, adapt-
ability, and clearness, those of the principle theory are logical perfec-
tion and security of the foundations. The theory of relativity belongs
to the latter class.

Accordingly, [Silberstein et al., 2021] define constructive explanation in analogy
with Einstein’s definition of a constructive theory, so that causal mechanisms
provide the explanans. This is consistent with the notion of mechanistic expla-
nation per [Felline, 2018a] and mechanistic theory per [Maltrana et al., 2022].
Likewise, [Silberstein et al., 2021] define principle explanation in analogy with
Einstein’s definition of a principle theory, however they offer an important dis-
tinction from the structural explanation of Felline.

That is, the explanans for principle explanation per [Silberstein et al., 2021]
is a compelling fundamental principle to justify the empirically discovered fact at
the foundation of a principle theory, while the explanans for structural explana-
tion per Felline is the formal structure of the principle theory itself. Let’s look at
this distinction between principle explanation per [Silberstein et al., 2021] and
structural explanation per Felline as it pertains to SR.

2.1 Principle versus Structural Explanation

We start with what is expected from a principle theory according to
[Van Camp, 2011]:

If a principle theory approach is to succeed interpretationally, it
must successfully play the explanatory role expected of a principle
theory. It must establish the possibility of unification which gives
a principle theory explanatory merit, or establish the conceptual
framework necessary for clear empirical understanding.

Regarding “the conceptual framework necessary for clear empirical understand-
ing,” Felline argues that length contraction is explained by the geometric struc-
ture of M4 without any underlying causal mechanism. [Felline, 2021] writes:

given the geometrical explanation showing how length contraction
is the manifestation of a fundamental structure, there is no fur-
ther, deeper causal/mechanistic/dynamical explanation to be found
of this phenomenon.
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And of course, SR as a principle theory provides unification by unifying mechan-
ics and electrodynamics. Thus, this structural explanation satisfies Van Camp’s
explanatory requirements, regardless of whether one justifies the light postulate
(whence the Lorentz transformations and M4) with the relativity principle or
derives it by a causal mechanism a la the aether (although [Felline, 2021] points
out that an explanation via the formalism of a constructive theory is not a
structural explanation). Not surprisingly, [Maudlin, 2011, pp. 48-53] and many
others are satisfied with this structural explanation, and we agree that it can
be very useful.

What then is the role of the relativity principle for this structural explana-
tion? For those who want causation to be an essential element of explanation,
the speed of light is “the speed of causation” [PBS Space Time, 2015] and the
M4 structure of SR results from the invariance of the spacetime interval, which
can be thought of as tracking “causal proximity” [PBS Space Time, 2017]. This
causal structure does not constitute a causal mechanism (otherwise, strictly
speaking per [Felline, 2021], we don’t have structural explanation), nonetheless
it constrains causal mechanisms, which is appealing to those with a construc-
tive bias. In both cases, the relativity principle and light postulate are invoked
separately towards that end.

In contrast, [Felline, 2018a] avoids reference to causality altogether and
uses the “invariant hyperbolas” of constant spacetime distance to the origin
to explain length contraction geometrically. Of course, [PBS Space Time, 2017]
refers to the invariant hyperbolas in terms of “communicating some causal influ-
ence.” The point is, while causality is not necessary for structural explanation
in SR, the formal structure of SR is certainly amenable to it and in that case,
the relativity principle does play a supporting role.

In short, the relativity principle is not a primary explanans for structural
explanation per Felline or [Janssen, 2009] while it is precisely what elevates SR
from a principle theory to a principle explanation per [Silberstein et al., 2021].
While both structural and principle explanation (rightly) have consensus sup-
port for SR, this distinction will prove to be important for unifying SR and
QM via QRP. That’s because structural explanation per QRP has not garnered
much support and QRP does not even provide principle explanation (as defined
here).

2.2 Explanation in QRP

[Oddan, 2023] argues that QRP provides explanation via counterfactual depen-
dence. For example, [Hardy, 2001] discovered that there is just one word (“con-
tinuous”) in one of his information-theoretic axioms that serves to distinguish
classical probability theory from quantum probability theory (Section 3 below).
[Oddan, 2023] notes that this is consistent with [Chiribella and Spekkens, 2016]
who believe “We can only answer Wheeler’s question ‘Why the quantum?’ if we
are able ‘to conceive of alternatives to quantum theory, ways the world might
have been’.” However, even though there is consensus within the QRP com-
munity that the continuity of reversible transformations between pure states is
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an important feature of QM, there are nonetheless many different viable recon-
structions. This formal/operational fecundity in QRP is akin to the ontological
fecundity in the interpretation program. In short, the QRP community is no
closer to a long-sought consensus understanding of QM than the interpretation
community, even if for very different reasons.

The reason structural explanation for QRP has failed to receive much sup-
port in the foundations community is that it doesn’t satisfy either of Van Camp’s
explanatory requirements. For example, as we will see in Section 4, the “five sim-
ple physical requirements” of [Masanes and Müller, 2011] do not provide “clear
empirical understanding” (unless you have a ‘physical intuition’ for generalized
probability theory) and they do not provide any unification beyond what is al-
ready contained in QM. Of course, as [Felline, 2018b] points out, there is some
unification to be found in structural explanation per QM.

For example, the Heisenberg Uncertainty Relation in its most general form
applies to any pair of complementary variables, such as position and momentum
or x-spin and z-spin. As [Felline, 2018b] notes:

There is in fact no apparent sense in which the processes underlying
the loss of a determinate position for a particle with definite mo-
mentum can be said to be the same as the one leading to the loss
of x-spin for a particle with determinate z-spin. Such a relation is
instead explained as part and parcel of the algebraic structure of
observables in Quantum Theory.

So, Van Camp’s complaint about QRP is that it does not provide more unifica-
tion than we already have in QM.

And, again, while the reconstructions have rendered QM a principle theory
(finite-dimensional Hilbert space formalism of QM from an empirically discov-
ered fact), Information Invariance & Continuity is neither justified by a com-
pelling fundamental principle nor is it shown to follow from a causal mechanism.
So, the information-theoretic reconstruction of QM does not provide a principle
or constructive explanation at all (as defined here).

In completing QRP via principle explanation with the relativity principle
as the foundational explanans, we provide a “clear empirical understanding” of
QM while unifying QM and SR, which are widely believed to be incompatible
due to quantum entanglement (entanglement). This comes with an additional
benefit, namely it provides a response to detractors of SR as a structural or
principle explanation.

That is, some believe structural or principle explanation per SR lacks ex-
planatory power, since it is without a constructive counterpart. Famous among
these detractors is Brown. Concerning the principle explanation of length con-
traction, [Brown and Pooley, 2006] write:

What has been shown is that rods and clocks must behave in quite
particular ways in order for the two postulates to be true together.
But this hardly amounts to an explanation of such behaviour.
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And, [Brown and Timpson, 2006] argue “special relativity should not be a tem-
plate for a fundamental reformulation of quantum mechanics.” Brown and
Timpson make their case using the information-theoretic reconstruction of QM
by [Clifton et al., 2003] who write:

The foundational significance of our derivation, as we see it, is
that quantum mechanics should be interpreted as a principle the-
ory, where the principles at issue are information-theoretic.

Of course, as explained above, Brown and Timpson echo the consensus in foun-
dations regarding the failure of QRP to support meaningful structural explana-
tion and, as we have noted, QRP does not even attempt principle explanation.
So, we concede this point. However, we do have a response to their argument as
it pertains to SR, which they base on the constructive completion of thermody-
namics. Our response concerns our distinction between structural and principle
explanation while revealing the breadth of unification achieved by our proposed
completion of QM.

2.3 The Constructive Bias

Note that [Einstein, 1919] wrote, “When we say that we have succeeded in un-
derstanding a group of natural processes, we invariably mean that a constructive
theory has been found which covers the processes in question.” So if the role
of explanation is to provide understanding [Van Camp, 2011, Janssen, 2009],
clearly Einstein believed constructive explanation is fundamental to structural
or principle explanation, i.e., constructive explanation is more basic or unifying
than an alleged structural or principle explanation. For Einstein, the role of
structural or principle explanation in the absence of a constructive explanation
is to place constraints on any forthcoming constructive explanation, thereby
narrowing the constructive possibilities. For instance, Einstein hoped that M4
would merely constrain some future constructive explanation for time dilation
and length contraction. Here is what Einstein wrote to Arnold Sommerfeld in
1908 [Einstein, 1995]:

It seems to me too that a physical theory can be satisfactory only
when it builds up its structures from elementary foundations. The
theory of relativity is not more conclusively and absolutely sat-
isfactory than, for example, classical thermodynamics was before
Boltzmann had interpreted entropy as probability. If the Michelson-
Morley experiment had not put us in the worst predicament, no
one would have perceived the relativity theory as a (half) salvation.
Besides, I believe that we are still far from satisfactory elementary
foundations for electrical and mechanical processes. I have come to
this pessimistic view mainly as a result of endless, vain efforts to
interpret the second universal constant [h] in Planck’s radiation law
in an intuitive way.
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Notice specifically that Einstein believes mechanics and electrodynamics require
a deeper unification than provided by SR. His standard for unification is the
Boltzmann principle S = k lnW , which he mentioned in his letter to Sommerfeld
above. Einstein writes [Howard and Giovanelli, 2019]:

This equation connects thermodynamics with the molecular theory.
It yields, as well, the statistical probabilities of the states of sys-
tems for which we are not in a position to construct a molecular-
theoretical model. To that extent, Boltzmann’s magnificent idea is
of significance for theoretical physics ... because it provides a heuris-
tic principle whose range extends beyond the domain of validity of
molecular mechanics.

So, while Einstein did have a clear preference for constructive explanation, he did
appreciate any explanation that offered extensive unification. [Einstein, 1949,
p. 32] writes:

A theory is the more impressive the greater the simplicity of its
premises is, the more different kinds of things it relates, and the
more extended its area of applicability.

Note that in the same paragraph he complains about SR’s lack of explanatory
power, he laments “vain efforts to interpret” Planck’s constant h.

It may well be that Einstein hoped a constructive completion of QM,
as necessitated by entanglement according to [Einstein et al., 1935] (i.e., the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox), would produce an acceptable constructive
counterpart to SR while providing a broader unification than SR alone (me-
chanics, electrodynamics, and QM). This is certainly reasonable because QM is
widely viewed as a theory of matter fundamental to classical physics and meter
sticks and clocks are made of matter, so it would seem that length contraction
and time dilation should be explicable most fundamentally by QM.

But, a complete constructive account of QM a la [Einstein et al., 1935] would
have to violate locality, statistical independence, intersubjective agreement,
and/or the uniqueness of experimental outcomes per Bell’s theorem and the ex-
perimental violation of Bell inequalities [Felline, 2021, Silberstein et al., 2021,
Stuckey et al., 2024]. Of course, Einstein did not have the benefit of knowing
about Bell’s theorem, let alone the 2022 Nobel Prize in Physics awarded “for
experiments with entangled photons, establishing the violation of Bell inequal-
ities.”

Armed with that knowledge, he might well have abandoned “constructive
efforts” at understanding QM, viewing them as “premature attempts at devel-
oping constructive theories in the absence of sufficient constraints,” and again
sought “a universal formal principle [that] could lead us to assured results.”
In what follows, we show how QM completed via principle explanation per
QRP plus the relativity principle, provides unification even broader than Ein-
stein imagined. And in doing so, we undermine the complaint of those like
[Brown and Timpson, 2006] that SR and QM should both be completed con-
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structively, just as thermodynamics is completed constructively by statistical
mechanics.

2.4 Broad Unification: Countering the Constructive Bias

Per Einstein, thermodynamics is a principle theory based on the empirically
discovered fact that perpetual motion is impossible. For example, a perpetual
motion machine of the second kind violates the second law of thermodynamics,
i.e., entropy always increases.

Specifically, the change in entropy ∆SS for some system is equal to the
amount of heat it gains ∆QS divided by its temperature TS . The change in
entropy for the environment of that system ∆SE in this process would then
be equal to the amount of heat it gains ∆QE divided by its temperature TE .
Since the amount of heat gained(lost) by the system equals the amount of heat
lost(gained) by the environment, we have ∆QS = −∆QE , so:

∆STotal = ∆SS +∆SE = ∆QS

TS
− ∆QS

TE
=

(
1
TS

− 1
TE

)
∆QS

The second law says ∆STotal must be greater than zero (it must increase), so if
∆QS is positive (the system gains heat from the environment), then it must be
the case that TS < TE . Conversely, if ∆QS is negative (the system loses heat
to the environment), then it must be the case that TE < TS .

That is, heat must flow spontaneously from high temperature to low tem-
perature. If someone designs a perpetual motion machine based on heat flowing
spontaneously from low temperature to high temperature, then we can say it is
ruled out by the second law of thermodynamics. Likewise, a perpetual motion
machine of the first kind violates the first law of thermodynamics (conservation
of energy) and a perpetual motion machine of the third kind violates the third
law of thermodynamics (a heat engine cannot achieve 100% efficiency).

Conversely, one could say that thermodynamics is based on the empirically
discovered fact that perpetual motion is impossible, so that:

No perpetual motion of Xth kind → Xth law of thermodynamics.

That’s the way Einstein viewed thermodynamics. [Brown and Timpson, 2006]
point out that thermodynamics provides “phenomenological laws which stipu-
late nothing about the deep structure of the working substance” like we get from
the constructive kinetic theory of matter. There we understand that the high
temperature environment contains particles of higher kinetic energy on average
than the particles of the lower temperature system. And, as the faster particles
strike the slower particles, the slower particles speed up a bit while the faster
particles slow down a bit. That’s just in accord with conservation of momentum
in a collision process and entails that heat flows from high temperature to lower
temperature. So, the constructive account reverses the explanatory hierarchy
of the principle account:

Constructive kinetic theory of gases → Xth law of thermodynamics
→ No perpetual motion machines of the Xth kind.
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Clearly, Brown and Timpson argue, the causal mechanisms of the constructive
explanation provide a more compelling explanans than the empirically discov-
ered fact (which provides neither a principle nor a structural explanation) and
we would certainly agree. Continuing, [Brown and Timpson, 2006] argue:

It is a remarkable thing that what might be called the kinematic
structure of quantum theory, the nature of its observables and state
space structure, can it seems be given a principle-theory, or ‘ther-
modynamic’ underpinning. As Bell stressed, the beauty of thermo-
dynamics is in its economy of reason, but the insight it provides is
limited in relation to the messier story told in statistical mechanics.

If that was the end of the story, we would again agree with Brown and Timpson
that QM as a principle theory based on the information-theoretic counterpart
to complementarity/superposition/noncommutativity cries out for completion,
just like thermodynamics based on the impossibility of perpetual motion. And,
the compelling constructive completion of thermodynamics via statistical me-
chanics does suggest we look for a constructive completion of QM. However, the
story doesn’t end here for QM or thermodynamics.

That is, by showing how the relativity principle justifies the empirically
discovered fact at the foundation of information-theoretic reconstructions of
QM, we see that QM provides a principle explanation of entanglement as com-
pelling as SR’s principle explanation of length contraction. And, both theories
are without a consensus constructive completion after many decades of effort.
The addition of a compelling fundamental principle (relativity principle) that
justifies the empirically discovered facts (Planck and light postulates) is what
completes QM and SR as principle explanations. Otherwise, the fundamental
explanans for length contraction and entanglement are the equally mysterious
light and Planck postulates, respectively.

Likewise, thermodynamics as a principle theory based on the empirically dis-
covered fact of “no perpetual motion” needs to be completed with a compelling
fundamental principle to qualify as a principle explanation. Ironically, it finds
that principle justification via its constructive completion. That is, since sta-
tistical mechanics uses relativistic mechanics or Newtonian mechanics, which
is merely an approximation to QM and SR (Figure 2), we see that the most
foundational completion of thermodynamics isn’t constructive, but principle.
And to make matters worse for Brown and Timpson, that ultimate compelling
fundamental principle is none other than the relativity principle (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: The variables in Newtonian mechanics commute which means h →
0 in the commutator for the corresponding variables in quantum mechanics.
Newtonian equations hold on average according to quantum mechanics and
follow from the corresponding equations in special relativity with c→ ∞.
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Figure 3: Broad Unification.
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2.5 Summary

The constructive bias is so strong that some philosophers, such as [Brown, 2005,
Brown and Read, 2018], have argued for our hypothetical defense of Einstein
above. As [Brown, 2005, pp. vii-viii] puts it:

In a nutshell, the idea is to deny that the distinction Einstein made
in his 1905 paper between the kinematical and dynamical parts of
the discussion is a fundamental one, and to assert that relativistic
phenomena like length contraction and time dilation are in the last
analysis the result of structural properties of the quantum theory of
matter.

But, when one appreciates SR as a principle explanation over and above a
structural explanation, it becomes clear that length contraction isn’t about
the mechanical or constructive shrinking of meter sticks. Length contrac-
tion is a relative, kinematic effect according to the relativity of simultaneity
as necessitated by the relativity principle, whence the observer-independence
of c. Likewise, when one truly appreciates QM as a principle explanation
it becomes clear that entanglement isn’t about the violation of locality, sta-
tistical independence, intersubjective agreement, or the uniqueness of exper-
imental outcomes. Entanglement is a relative, kinematic effect according to
‘average-only’ conservation as necessitated by the relativity principle, whence
the observer-independence of h (Sections 5 and 6 below) [Stuckey et al., 2019,
Stuckey et al., 2020, Stuckey et al., 2022, Stuckey et al., 2024]. That means the
most foundational explanans for thermodynamics is the relativity principle, not
the causal mechanisms of statistical mechanics from mechanics (Figure 3).

Pointing to an historical trend from the nineteenth century, [Giovanelli, 2023]
notes that:

... despite its apparent radical novelty, the relativity principle, like
the energy principle, is ultimately an instance of “that general direc-
tion of physical thought, which has been called the ‘physics of prin-
ciples’ in contrast to the physics of pictures and mechanical models”
(Cassirer, 1921b, 16; tr. 1923b, 359).

And:

The initial contradiction between mechanics and electrodynamics
that is revealed by the negative result of ether drift experiments was
overcome not “by using the electrodynamic processes as a key to the
mechanical” but by establishing “a far more perfect and deeper unity
between the two than previously existed” (Cassirer, 1921b, 33; tr.
1923b, 373). The unification of the two separate fields of theoretical
physics – electrodynamics and mechanics – is not obtained through a
process of horizontal integration, a reduction of the one to the other,
but through a vertical integration, a subsumption of both theories
under a higher principle.
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So in summary, it appears to us that “nobody understands quantum mechan-
ics” because ‘everyone’ is wed to “the physics of pictures and mechanical mod-
els” used for “deriving the principles from what are believed to be the laws of
nature,” rather than testing “the acceptability of the laws of nature through
certain general principles” [Giovanelli, 2023]. According to the strategy we are
proposing here for understanding QM, to co-opt [Giovanelli, 2023]:

The unification of the two separate fields of theoretical physics – SR
and QM – is not obtained through a process of horizontal integra-
tion, a reduction of SR to QM, but through a vertical integration, a
subsumption of both theories under the relativity principle.

And this is made possible by QRP, as we now explain.

3 The Quantum Reconstruction Program

[Goyal, 2024] points out that the idea of reconstructing a theory of physics traces
back to classical mechanics, which was followed by Einstein’s reconstruction of
the Lorentz transformations via an operational framework, i.e., “by positing a
reasonable definition of light-based synchronization of distant clocks, and then
showed how they led to the Lorentz transformations.” Essentially, Einstein’s
reconstruction of the Lorentz transformations led to a new interpretation of
Maxwell’s electrodynamics.

[Goyal, 2024] and [Jaeger, 2018] note that attempts to reconstruct abstract
quantum formalism predates the reconstructions of interest here, i.e., those
based on information-theoretic principles. [Goyal, 2024] writes:

Recognition of the importance of reconstruction for elucidating the
quantum formalism was not lost on the founders. For example,
Heisenberg recognized that it would be highly desirable if the quan-
tum formalism could somehow be derived using his uncertainty prin-
ciple as a key axiom.

However, the idea that QM deals fundamentally with information goes back at
least to Bohr, as summed up by this famous 1958 statement by Petersen about
Bohr’s belief [Mermin, 2004]:

There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract quantum
physical description. It is wrong to think that the task of physics is
to find out how nature is. Physics concerns what we can say about
Nature.
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As [Caves et al., 2001] note, this is particularly relevant “for information-
based interpretations of quantum mechanics, where quantum states, like proba-
bilities, are taken to be states of knowledge rather than states of nature.” And
[Wheeler, 1990], who was greatly influenced by Bohr, wrote:

No element in the description of physics shows itself as closer to pri-
mordial than the elementary quantum phenomenon, that is, the el-
ementary device-intermediated act of posing a yes-no physical ques-
tion and eliciting an answer or, in brief, the elementary act of
observer-participancy. Otherwise stated, every physical quantity,
every it, derives its ultimate significance from bits, binary yes-or-no
indications, a conclusion which we epitomize in the phrase, it from
bit.

This is Wheeler’s famous “It from Bit” hypothesis, i.e., that physical objects
(It) are based on information (Bit). Of course, QM might be dealing with infor-
mation most fundamentally even if the converse of Wheeler’s hypothesis is true,
i.e., information requires physical objects to exist. For example, [Preskill, 2012]
writes:

The moral we draw is that “information is physical” and it is in-
structive to consider what physics has to tell us about information.
But fundamentally, the universe is quantum mechanical. How does
quantum theory shed light on the nature of information?

[Landauer, 1991] agrees stating:

Information is not a disembodied abstract entity; it is always tied
to a physical representation.

We don’t need to commit either way on the ontology here, both extremes are
compatible with our proposed completion of QRP (and therefore, QM). All that
matters here is that QM can be understood as a theory about information. That
fact and a particular complaint of Feynman (below) motivated [Zeilinger, 1999]
to posit his Foundational Principle for QM (below).

[Clifton et al., 2003] focused on the algebraic difference between classical
and quantum possibility spaces (Boolean versus non-Boolean, respectively) per
Heisenberg’s commutative versus noncommutative algebra of observables (clas-
sical mechanics versus QM, respectively). [Bub and Pitowski, 2010, Bub, 2016,
Bub, 2020] compared this difference with the difference between the geometry
of Euclidean spacetime (Newtonian mechanics) and Minkowski spacetime (SR).
As [Bub, 2012] sums it up:

Hilbert space as a projective geometry (i.e., the subspace struc-
ture of Hilbert space) represents the structure of the space of pos-
sibilities and determines the kinematic part of quantum mechan-
ics. ... The possibility space is a non-Boolean space in which there
are built-in, structural probabilistic constraints on correlations be-
tween events (associated with the angles between the rays repre-
senting extremal events) – just as in special relativity the geometry
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of Minkowski space-time represents spatio-temporal constraints on
events. These are kinematic, i.e., pre-dynamic, objective probabilis-
tic or information-theoretic constraints on events to which a quan-
tum dynamics of matter and fields conforms, through its symme-
tries, just as the structure of Minkowski space-time imposes spatio-
temporal kinematic constraints on events to which a relativistic dy-
namics conforms.

[Rovelli, 1996] also focused on this difference in commutativity by noting that
information gained in the measurement of some property of a quantum system is
lost when subsequently measuring a noncommutative/non-Boolean complemen-
tary property of that system. In this paper, we will follow Hardy’s approach with
its important precursors, which returns us to Zeilinger’s Foundational Principle
as a response to [Feynman, 1965, p. 57]:

It always bothers me that, according to the laws as we understand
them today, it takes a computing machine an infinite number of
logical operations to figure out what goes on in no matter how tiny
a region of space and no matter how tiny a region of time, ... why
should it take an infinite amount of logic to figure out what one tiny
piece of space-time is going to do?

Zeilinger actually wrote two different forms of his Foundational Principle as
given in this single statement by [Jaeger, 2018]:

“An elementary system carries 1 bit of information,” because “an
elementary system represents the truth value of one proposition.”

In the abstract of [Zeilinger, 1999], we see how his Foundational Principle leads
to the mystery of entanglement:

In contrast to the theories of relativity, quantum mechanics is not
yet based on a generally accepted conceptual foundation. It is pro-
posed here that the missing principle may be identified through the
observation that all knowledge in physics has to be expressed in
propositions and that therefore the most elementary system repre-
sents the truth value of one proposition, i.e., it carries just one bit of
information. Therefore an elementary system can only give a definite
result in one specific measurement. The irreducible randomness in
other measurements is then a necessary consequence. For composite
systems entanglement results if all possible information is exhausted
in specifying joint properties of the constituents.

[Brukner and Zeilinger, 1999] expanded the Foundational Principle of QM to:

The total information carried by the system is invariant under such
transformation from one complete set of complementary variables to
another.
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[Brukner and Zeilinger, 2003] further clarified that with:

We show that if, in our description of Nature, we use one definite
proposition per elementary constituent of Nature, some of the es-
sential characteristics of quantum physics, such as the irreducible
randomness of individual events, quantum complementary and en-
tanglement, arise in a natural way. Then quantum physics is an
elementary theory of information.

One more statement in [Brukner and Zeilinger, 2003]:

Thus, if we gradually change the orientation of the magnets in a
set of Stern-Gerlach apparata defining a complete set of mutually
complementary observables, a continuous change of the information
vector will result.

leads to Information Invariance & Continuity per [Brukner and Zeilinger, 2009]:

The total information of one bit is invariant under a con-
tinuous change between different complete sets of mutually
complementary measurements.

[Dakic and Brukner, 2009] emphasize the importance of continuity in the third
axiom of their reconstruction:

(3) (Reversibility) Between any two pure states there exists a re-
versible transformation. If one requires the transformation from the
last axiom to be continuous, one separates quantum theory from the
classical probabilistic one.

[Müller, 2023] notes that Dakić and Brukner’s reconstruction greatly influenced
[Masanes and Müller, 2011] who say this about the importance of continuity:

... if Requirement 4 is strengthened by imposing continuity of the
reversible transformations, then [classical probability theory] is ruled
out and [quantum theory] is the only theory satisfying the require-
ments. This strengthening can be justified by the continuity of time
evolution of physical systems.

Their wording is similar to [Hardy, 2001] who notes that if you delete just one
word (“continuous”) from his Axiom 5, “then we obtain classical probability the-
ory instead” of quantum probability theory. Finally, [Grinbaum, 2007] writes:

We see that various axiomatic systems for quantum theory contain,
under one form or another, the assumption of continuity, and it
is this assumption which is largely responsible for making things
quantum.
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There is one more requirement needed to reproduce quantum probabil-
ity theory, i.e., a way to stipulate how the rest of the probability space (or
possibility/Hilbert space) can be constructed from the most fundamental (bi-
nary) quantum bit of information (qubit). This is the second axiom for
[Dakic and Brukner, 2009]:

(2) (Locality) The state of a composite system is completely deter-
mined by local measurements on its subsystems and their correla-
tions.

[Ball, 2018] points out that this simply means there is nothing “hidden” or
“missing” from the quantum formalism. This additional mathematical require-
ment is analogous to assuming linearity in addition to the light postulate in
order to derive the Lorentz transformations.

4 What’s the Problem?

These reconstructions of QM based on information-theoretic principles have
clearly not won consensus support in the foundations community. One problem
was noted by [Dakic and Brukner, 2009]:

The vast majority of attempts to find physical principles behind
quantum theory either fail to single out the theory uniquely or are
based on highly abstract mathematical assumptions without an
immediate physical meaning (e.g. [18]). ...

While [the operational] reconstructions are based on a short set of
simple axioms, they still partially use mathematical language in their
formulation.

For example, here are the “five simple physical requirements” of
[Masanes and Müller, 2011]:

1. In systems that carry one bit of information, each state is characterized
by a finite set of outcome probabilities.

2. The state of a composite system is characterized by the statistics of mea-
surements on the individual components.

3. All systems that effectively carry the same amount of information have
equivalent state spaces.

4. Any pure state of a system can be reversibly transformed into any other.

5. In systems that carry one bit of information, all mathematically well-
defined measurements are allowed by the theory.
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These establish classical probability theory and quantum probability theory
uniquely among all generalized probability theories. As stated above, if you
change Requirement 4 to read, “Any pure state of a system can be continuously
reversibly transformed into any other,” then you select quantum probability
theory alone. This is the kinematics of QM, to get the dynamics (measurement
update and Schrödinger’s equation) [Masanes and Müller, 2011] add two more
requirements:

• If a system is measured twice “in rapid succession” with the same mea-
surement, the same outcome is obtained both times.

• Closed systems evolve reversibly and continuously in time.

Masanes and Müller’s reconstruction is essentially Hardy’s reconstruction mi-
nus his (unnecessary) Simplicity axiom [Müller, 2023]. The problem is obvious
– unless you possess a ‘physical intuition’ for generalized probability theories,
these requirements are not likely going to tell you much about physical real-
ity. Essentially, this is the point made by [Berghofer, 2023] that QRP needs
an interpretation. [Goyal, 2024] also points out that the elucidation of QM via
its reconstruction is a two-step process, i.e., “Reconstruct the quantum formal-
ism” then “Interpret the reconstruction,” and admits that work remains for the
second step.

Another common complaint from the foundations community about QRP is
noted here by [Van Camp, 2011]:

However, nothing additional has been shown to be incorporated into
an information-theoretic reformulation of quantum mechanics be-
yond what is contained in quantum mechanics itself. It is hard to
see how it could offer more unification of the phenomena than quan-
tum mechanics already does since they are equivalent, and so it is
not offering any explanatory value on this front.

These two problems can be solved by interpreting (and thereby completing)
QRP via a compelling fundamental principle justifying Information Invariance
& Continuity (Planck postulate upon interpretation). Foundations in general is
not going to accept that the noncommutativity/superposition/complementarity
of the qubit solves the mystery of entanglement any more than they would
accept the light postulate as a solution to the mystery of length contraction.
The reason we can accept that the light postulate solves the mystery of length
contraction is because the observer-independence of c is a necessary consequence
of the relativity principle and the relativity principle is compelling enough to
provide a foundational explanans.

That’s why [Höhn, 2023] missed the analogy completely when he said, “En-
tanglement from complementarity is not as intuitive as the relativity of simul-
taneity from the relativity principle.” The proper analogy is that both the rel-
ativity of simultaneity and entanglement follow most fundamentally from the
relativity principle. Likewise, a statement from Müller’s Group at the Institute
for Quantum Optics and Quantum Information (IQOQI) misses the analogy
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and fails to capture the true accomplishment of QRP. A corrected version of
the statement would read:

Can quantum theory be derived from simple principles, in a similar
way as the Lorentz transformations can be derived from the relativ-
ity principle and the constancy of the speed of light? The exciting
answer is “yes”!

In other words, QRP has succeeded in rendering QM a principle theory, i.e.,
a mathematical formalism (Hilbert space of QM) derived from an empirically
discovered fact (Information Invariance & Continuity). What they don’t have,
as indicated by the struck through text in the corrected statement, is QM as
a principle explanation. Again, the difference between a principle theory and a
principle explanation is that a principle explanation includes a compelling fun-
damental principle justifying the empirically discovered fact at the foundation
of the principle theory, e.g., the relativity principle justifying the light postulate.

Alternatively, one could propose a constructive account of the empirically
discovered fact at the foundation of the principle theory, e.g., length contrac-
tion due to movement through the aether causing the observer-independence
of c. No consensus aether account has ever been rendered for the light pos-
tulate while its justification via the relativity principle is so widely accepted
that it is presented in introductory physics textbooks. Likewise, QRP has de-
rived the Hilbert space of QM from Information Invariance & Continuity, but
has not provided a constructive account of Information Invariance & Continuity
or a compelling fundamental principle to justify it. Essentially, the construc-
tive interpretations of QM are the ‘aether theories’ for Information Invariance
& Continuity in this analogy and Bell’s theorem with the violation of Bell in-
equalities tells us why they have not received (nor will they likely ever receive)
consensus support [Silberstein et al., 2021, Felline, 2021, Stuckey et al., 2024].
[Bub, 2004] writes:

That is, just as Einstein’s analysis (based on the assumption that
we live in a world in which natural processes are subject to certain
constraints specified by the principles of special relativity) shows
that we do not need the mechanical structures in Lorentz’s theory
(the aether, and the behaviour of electrons in the aether) to explain
electromagnetic phenomena, so the Clifton-Bub-Halvorson analysis
(based on the assumption that we live in a world in which there are
certain constraints on the acquisition, representation, and commu-
nication of information) shows that we do not need the mechanical
structures in Bohm’s theory (the guiding field, the behaviour of par-
ticles in the guiding field) to explain quantum phenomena.
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Figure 4: In this set up, the first Stern-Gerlach (SG) magnets (oriented at ẑ)
are being used to produce an initial state |ψ⟩ = |z+⟩ for measurement by the

second SG magnets (oriented at b̂).

What we will show in Section 5 is that the principle of Information In-
variance & Continuity residing at the foundation of information-theoretic re-
constructions (one way or another) represents an empirically discovered fact,
i.e., the observer-independence of Planck’s constant h between different inertial
reference frames, upon spatialization of the purely operational notion of mea-
surement in QRP. The direct mathematical consequence of this is noncommu-
tativity/superposition/complementarity, i.e., the ‘weirdness’ of the qubit upon
which the kinematic structure of QM is built in QRP.

5 The Planck Postulate

So, a fundamental principle for the information-theoretic reconstructions of QM
is Information Invariance & Continuity. According to this principle, there exists
a fundamental unit of information (the qubit) that represents a definite outcome
with respect to only one measurement.

For example, the information contained in the qubit of Figures 4 and 5
is simply “+1 is the outcome of a Stern-Gerlach (SG) spin measurement in
the ẑ direction.” Now suppose you ask, “Is +1 the outcome of an SG spin
measurement in the b̂ ̸= ẑ direction?” The answer is indefinite, i.e., probabilistic.
This is what [Zeilinger, 1999] meant when he wrote, “an elementary system
can only give a definite result in one specific measurement. The irreducible
randomness in other measurements is then a necessary consequence.”

Even though the results of other measurements are indefinite, the total infor-
mation of the qubit is invariant. That is, information for a qubit is represented
by a unit length vector in Hilbert space and that information is distributed
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Figure 5: Probability state space for the measurement of Figure 4. Since
this state space is isomorphic to 3-dimensional real space, the Bloch sphere
is shown in a real space reference frame with its related SG magnet orientations
[Brukner and Zeilinger, 2003].

by projection among the binary outcomes for other qubits, e.g., for SG spin

measurements in the xz plane (Figure 6) we have |z+⟩+|z−⟩√
2

= |x+⟩ (Figure 7).

An orthogonal pair of Hilbert space vectors corresponds to opposing probability
vectors in Figure 5, e.g., θ = 0 and θ = 180◦ correspond to |z+⟩ and |z−⟩,
respectively. So, superposition is associated with the continuous distribution of
pure states for the Bloch sphere.
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Figure 6: Reference frames for the complementary SG spin measurements asso-
ciated with Figures 4 and 5 [Brukner and Zeilinger, 2003].

Figure 7: The basis vectors of Hilbert space represent the possible outcomes
of a measurement. Here we see the basis vectors for an SG spin measurement
along ẑ (|z+⟩ representing a +1 outcome and |z−⟩ representing a −1 outcome)
and the basis vectors for an SG spin measurement along x̂.
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And, as we said above, what makes the qubit different than a classical bit is
that these different possible measurements are all related in continuous fashion.
A classical bit has discrete measurement options, e.g., opening box 1 or box 2,
each with two possible outcomes, e.g., find a ball or no ball. A qubit has continu-
ous measurement options each with two possible outcomes. As [Darrigol, 2022a]
says, the kinematic (Hilbert space) structure of QM:

results from the harmonious blending of the discontinuity of mea-
surement results with the continuity of the possibilities of measure-
ment.

For the SG spin measurements, the continuous measurements are the orienta-
tions of the SG magnets and the two outcomes are “up” or “down” relative
to the N-S direction of those magnets. For polarizers, the continuous mea-
surements are the orientations of the polarizing axis and the two outcomes are
“pass” or “no pass” for the photons incident on the polarizer. For the double-slit
experiment, the continuous measurements are locations of the detector screen
relative to the slits along the optic axis and the two possible outcomes are “slit
1” or “slit 2” for a position measurement and “constructive” or “destructive”
interference for a momentum measurement [Stuckey et al., 2024].

Per [Goyal, 2024], the spatial notions of measurement in these examples are
not inherent in the operational framework of QRP:

For example, we tend to think of an agent as an embodied being
localized in space; a physical system as an object that is spatially
localized in our laboratory at all times; or a measurement as carried
out by a chunk of equipment in one corner of a laboratory. But the
operational framework abstracts away all of these spatial notions.
So, a physical system is simply an entity that persists – it does not
necessary exist anywhere in particular at a given moment in time.
A measurement is an abstract parameterized process that acts on
a physical system to generate an outcome and to output the same
physical system – it is not a spatially localized piece of equipment.
The agent is simply an entity that exists and persists over time,
and is capable of observing outcomes and of freely acting to change
settings associated with measurement and interaction devices – it is
not a spatially localized human being.

In that sense, the Planck postulate may be viewed as a spatial interpretation
of Information Invariance & Continuity, constituting the second step in Goyal’s
“elucidative strategy” for quantum theory.

To complete the interpretation of Information Invariance & Continuity, we
note that each measurement is associated with a reference frame per its comple-
mentary measurements and these reference frames are related by spatial rota-
tions or translations. The complementary spin measurements, e.g., Sx and Sz,
are related by spatial rotations (Figure 6) as are the complementary polarization
measurements. In the double-slit experiment, the complementary measurement
configurations of position and momentum are related by spatial translations.
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Finally, all of this can be associated directly with Planck’s constant h since,
as [Höhn, 2018] notes, h represents “a universal limit on how much simultane-
ous information is accessible to an observer.” For example, for complementary
spin measurements (Sx, Sy, Sz) the commutator is SxSy − SySx = ih̄Sz (which
also applies to photon polarization [Kim et al., 2010]). For the complementary
measurements of position x and momentum p in the double-slit experiment the
commutator is xp − px = ih̄. And again, these complementary measurement
configurations establish a reference frame related to other complementary mea-
surement reference frames in continuous fashion via spatial rotations or spatial
translations. Therefore, the invariance of the total information between these
different reference frames means h is the same in reference frames related by
spatial rotations and translations, i.e., we have the Planck postulate in analogy
with the light postulate.

Putting all of this together we see that Information Invariance & Conti-
nuity at the foundation of axiomatic reconstructions of QM is the information-
theoretic counterpart to the conventional quantum characteristics of noncommu-
tativity, superposition and complementarity. And upon spatialization of QRP’s
operational notion of measurement, it entails the invariance of h per the mea-
surement outcomes in inertial reference frames of different complete sets of mu-
tually complementary measurements, which can obviously be justified by the
relativity principle (NPRF + h).

6 The Quantum-Classical Relationship

If h = 0, then the complementary measurements would commute (they wouldn’t
be complementary) and we would have the classical situation instead of the
quantum situation. For SG spin measurements, that would mean we have Figure
8 instead of Figure 9. So, the measurement of |z+⟩ along x̂ or ŷ would produce

the projection of +1ẑ along x̂ or ŷ as shown in Figure 10, which for b̂ equal
to x̂ or ŷ would be zero. In other words, given that we know the outcome of
a ẑ measurement is definitely going to be +1, we would also know the x̂ and
ŷ measurement outcomes will be zero, i.e., simultaneous information is now
available. But if that happened, our measurements would only be producing h
in the ẑ direction while measurements in all other directions would be producing
a fraction of h because, as [Weinberg, 2017] points out, measuring an electron’s
spin via SG magnets constitutes the measurement of “a universal constant of
nature, Planck’s constant h” (Figure 9).

That is, Information Invariance & Continuity with spatialized measurement
entails that everyone must measure the same value for Planck’s constant h,
regardless of their SG magnet orientations relative to the source, which like
the light postulate is an empirically discovered fact. That means the spin- 12
particles must always be deflected the same amount up or down relative to the
magnetic field of the SG magnets, regardless of their orientation relative to the
source. Again, this prediction differs from the classical constructive model for
spin- 12 particles as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: The classical constructive model of the SG experiment. If the
atoms enter with random orientations of their “intrinsic” magnetic moments
(due to their “intrinsic” angular momenta), the SG magnets should produce
all possible deflections, not just the two that are observed [Knight, 2022,
Franklin and Perovic, 2019]. Compare with Figure 9.

Figure 9: An SG spin measurement showing the two possible outcomes, up (+ h̄
2 )

and down (− h̄
2 ) or +1 and −1, for short. The important point to note here is

that the classical analysis (Figure 8) predicts all possible deflections, not just
the two that are observed.
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Figure 10: Spin angular momentum S⃗ along ẑ projected along the direction
b̂. This does not happen with spin angular momentum due to the relativity
principle.

A partial deflection in the SG experiment (fractional value of h) is totally
analogous to measuring the speed of light and obtaining a fractional value of
c. The understanding would be that the measuring device can have variable
speed with respect to the light beam. This violates the light postulate and the
relativity principle.

Adherence to the relativity principle for the measurement of c fromMaxwell’s
equations (light postulate) leads to time dilation and length contraction. Adher-
ence to the relativity principle for the measurement of h from Planck’s radiation
law (Planck postulate) leads to ‘average-only’ projection for spin- 12 particles.

That is, while an SG measurement cannot produce an outcome of cos (θ) at b̂
per NPRF + h, our ±1 (± h̄

2 ) results can average to the expected cos (θ). In-
deed, this is exactly what QM gives us. Here is how [Darrigol, 2022a] justifies
‘average-only’ projection:

This is so because by a correspondence argument we expect the
total angular momentum (or magnetic moment) of a large number
of identically prepared, non-interacting spin-particles to behave as
the angular momentum of a macroscopic object under measurement.

This is also justified by the:

closeness requirement: the dynamics of a single elementary system
can be generated by the invariant interaction between the system
and a “macroscopic transformation device” that is itself described
within the theory in the macroscopic (classical) limit.
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of [Dakic and Brukner, 2016, Dakic, 2021] and the “homogeneity of statistical
ensembles” per [Comte, 1996]. That is, the measuring devices used to measure
quantum systems are themselves made from quantum systems. For example,
[Brukner, 2021] notes that the classical magnetic field of an SG magnet is used
to measure the spin of spin-12 particles and that classical magnetic field “can be
seen as a limit of a large coherent state, where a large number of spin- 12 particles
are all prepared in the same quantum state.”

According to QM, to get the probability we have to square the probability
amplitude. Specifically, we project |ψ⟩ onto |b+⟩ and square to obtain the

probability that an SG spin measurement of |ψ⟩ = |z+⟩ along b̂ will produce
+1. Likewise, we project |ψ⟩ onto |b−⟩ and square to obtain the probability

that an SG spin measurement of |ψ⟩ along b̂ will produce −1.
From Figures 5 and 7 we see that the angle between ẑ (for |ψ⟩ = |z+⟩) and

b̂ (for |b+⟩) is θ while the angle between |z+⟩ and |b+⟩ in Hilbert space is θ
2 .

So, per QM we have P (b + |θ) = cos2
(
θ
2

)
and P (b − |θ) = sin2

(
θ
2

)
giving an

average (expectation value) of

(+1) cos2
(
θ
2

)
+ (−1) sin2

(
θ
2

)
= cos (θ)

Conversely, one could use the Planck postulate and the closeness requirement
to demand

(+1)P (b+ |θ) + (−1)P (b− |θ) = cos (θ).

With that equation and normalization

P (b+ |θ) + P (b− |θ) = 1

we can then derive the quantum-mechanical probabilities for our qubit.
Now suppose you have a pair of qubits in the symmetry plane of a Bell spin

triplet state and Alice obtains +1 at â and Bob measures his particle at b̂ ̸= â
(θ ̸= 0). We have the exact same situation here between â and b̂ for two particles

that we had between ẑ and b̂ for one particle. Using the same reasoning, Alice
says Bob’s measurement outcome should be cos (θ), since obviously he would

have also gotten +1 for his particle if he had measured at b̂ = â, as required
to conserve spin angular momentum per the spin triplet state (Figure 11). The
problem is, again, that would mean Alice alone measures h while Bob measures
some fraction of h, which means Alice occupies a preferred reference frame.
Since Bob must also always measure h per the relativity principle, Bob’s ±1
outcomes can only average to cos (θ) at best (Figure 12). That means from
Alice’s perspective, Bob’s measurement outcomes only satisfy conservation of
spin angular momentum on average when Bob is measuring the spin of his
particle in a different inertial reference frame.

We can write this ‘average-only’ conservation for Alice’s +1 outcomes as

2P (++)(+1) + 2P (+−)(−1) = cos (θ).
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Likewise, for Alice’s −1 outcomes ‘average-only’ conservation is written

2P (−+)(+1) + 2P (−−)(−1) = − cos (θ).

This ‘average-only’ conservation plus normalization per the relativity principle:

P (++) + P (+−) =
1

2

P (−+) + P (−−) =
1

2

gives the joint probabilities P (++) = P (−−) = 1
2 cos

2
(
θ
2

)
and P (+−) =

P (−+) = 1
2 sin

2
(
θ
2

)
for the Bell spin triplet state in its symmetry plane in

accord with QM.
All of these arguments can be applied equally to the singlet state. There

the probabilities to be derived are reversed: P (+−) = P (−+) = 1
2 cos

2
(
θ
2

)
and

P (++) = P (−−) = 1
2 sin

2
(
θ
2

)
. Since Bob obtains −1 when Alice obtains +1

for b̂ = â and vice-versa for the singlet state, ‘average-only’ conservation for
Alice’s +1 outcomes becomes

2P (++)(+1) + 2P (+−)(−1) = − cos θ

while for Alice’s −1 outcomes ‘average-only’ conservation becomes

2P (−+)(+1) + 2P (−−)(−1) = cos (θ).

Normalization per NPRF is the same, so normalization and these properly re-
vised ‘average-only’ conservation equations do in fact give the singlet state joint
probabilities. Consequently Figure 12 now looks like Figure 13.

Of course the data are symmetrical, so Bob can partition the data according
to his +1 and −1 results and argue equally that it is Alice who must average her
data in accord with the conservation of spin angular momentum (Figures 12,
14 and 15). This is exactly analogous to SR’s relativity of simultaneity between
reference frames in uniform relative motion. There Alice partitions events in
spacetime according to her surfaces of simultaneity and says that Bob’s meter
sticks are short and his clocks run slow, while Bob partitions events in spacetime
according to his surfaces of simultaneity and says that it is Alice’s meter sticks
that are short and her clocks that run slow.
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Figure 11: Per Alice, Bob should be measuring ± cos (θ) when she measures ±1,
respectively.

Figure 12: Average View for the Triplet State. Reading from left to right,
as Bob rotates his SG magnets (rotating purple arrow) relative to Alice’s SG
magnets (purple arrow always vertically oriented) for her +1 outcome (black
dot at tip of her arrow), the average value of his outcome (black dot along his
arrow) varies from +1 (totally up, arrow tip) to 0 to −1 (totally down, arrow
bottom). This obtains per conservation of spin angular momentum on average
in accord with the relativity principle. Bob can say exactly the same about
Alice’s outcomes as she rotates her SG magnets relative to his SG magnets for
his +1 outcome.
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Figure 13: Average View for the Singlet State. Compare with Figure 12.

Figure 14: Per Bob, Alice should be measuring ± cos (θ) when he measures ±1,
respectively.
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Figure 15: Example collection of eight data pairs when Alice and Bob’s mea-
surement settings in the symmetry plane for a Bell spin triplet state differ by
60◦. Alice partitions the data according to her ±1 results to show that Bob’s
measurement outcomes only average the required ± 1

2 for conservation of spin
angular momentum. But, when Bob partitions the data according to his ±1
results (by switching rows 2 and 6 shown with blue arrows) he can show it is
Alice’s measurement outcomes that only average the required ± 1

2 for conserva-
tion of spin angular momentum.
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For vertically polarized light passed through a polarizer angled at 45◦ with
respect to the vertical, classical electromagnetism says half the light will pass.
So, when we send vertically polarized photons to the polarizer, half will pass
and half will not. If ‘half photons’ passed through the polarizer in accord with
classical physics, then their energy on the other side would be given by E = h

2 f
instead of E = hf , meaning the value of Planck’s constant was effectively cut
in half [Zwiebach, 2017].

So, the classical ‘expectation’ of fractional amounts of quanta holds on aver-
age per Information Invariance & Continuity. That is, we would have ‘average-
only’ transmission of energy for spin-1 photons instead of ‘average-only’ projec-
tion of spin angular momentum for spin- 12 particles, both of which give ‘average-
only’ conservation between different inertial reference frames related by spatial
rotations [Stuckey et al., 2019, Stuckey et al., 2020].

In the double-slit experiment, the Planck postulate demands we obtain
quanta of momentum p = h

λ in our detector at any location along the screen.
If that momentum was instead distributed in a continuum of wave intensity
along the screen as in classical optics, then our detector would be getting a
fraction of h in p = h

λ at any given location along the screen. However,
in the quantum measurement context for momentum p, an interference pat-
tern allowing us to compute λ for use in p = h

λ is required. Therefore,
the interference pattern per classical wave mechanics must obtain on average
from the distribution of discrete quantum detection events along the detector
screen. In the double-slit experiment, the mystery of the qubit (superposi-
tion/noncommutativity/complementarity) resides in this wave-particle duality
[Stuckey et al., 2024].

In all three examples, NPRF + h demands that a classically continuous
quantity (angular momentum, energy, or momentum) be quantized, so that
the classically continuous prediction obtains on average over the distribution of
quantum events. Everything said here is consistent with the standard textbook
presentation of the quantum-classical relationship. We’re simply pointing out
that you can think of QM as following from the Planck postulate as justified by
the relativity principle, such that this quantum-classical relationship obtains.

Essentially, NPRF + c constrains the spacetime configuration of worldtubes
for bodily objects (with their unlimited simultaneous information) according to
the invariant and large-but-finite speed c of information transfer while NPRF
+ h dictates the distribution of quanta (with their limited simultaneous infor-
mation) among those bodily objects according to the invariant and small-but-
nonzero action h. Thus, NPRF + c and NPRF + h can be understood as
adynamical global constraints over the distribution of quantum events in the
context of bodily objects in spacetime in accord with “all-at-once” explanation
as explained in Section 1.
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7 Conclusion

[Berghofer, 2023] echoed Rovelli’s challenge in a talk at IQOQI:

One crucial motivation for QRP is that Einstein did something sim-
ilar for special relativity. The mathematics underlying special rela-
tivity was discovered before Einstein, but only when Einstein suc-
ceeded in deriving the mathematics from meaningful principles – the
light postulate and the principle of relativity – did special relativity
emerge as a well-understood and broadly accepted scientific theory.

Herein, we argued that QRP has rendered QM a principle theory in total analogy
with SR. Specifically, Information Invariance & Continuity provides us with
an empirically discovered fact whence the Hilbert space formalism of QM in
complete analogy with the light postulate providing an empirically discovered
fact whence the Lorentz transformations of SR. However, QRP failed to provide
an understanding of QM as robust as that of SR because structural explanation
via Hilbert space does not provide “clear empirical understanding” or unification
on par with that of the Lorentz transformations.

Therefore, we proposed thinking of SR as a principle explanation rather
than a structural explanation when making comparisons with QM. To make this
possible, we showed how Information Invariance & Continuity with spatialized
measurement entails that everyone measure the same value for Planck’s constant
h (from Planck’s radiation law), regardless of their relative spatial orientations
or locations (Planck postulate) in exact analogy with the fact that everyone
measures the same value for the speed of light c (from Maxwell’s equations),
regardless of their relative velocities (light postulate). Since both the Planck
and light postulates can be justified by the relativity principle, both QM and SR
are understood as principle explanations with “clear empirical understanding”
and unification much broader than SR alone (Figure 3).

We should point out that while the kinematics constrain the dynamics, the
dynamics obviously bear on the kinematics. As [Fowler, 2008] and [Diaz, 2024]
explain, Planck first derived his constant h using thermodynamics and elec-
tromagnetism to fit Wien’s law to existing experimental data (a year before
he found his radiation law, eventually adding statistical mechanics to his ap-
proach) as a necessary precursor to QM. And of course, Maxwell derived c from
his theory of electromagnetism as a necessary precursor to SR. So, Figure 3 is
more accurately given by Figure 16. Hilbert space and M4 are the kinematics
for low-energy situations and they are changed dramatically when one is dealing
with high-energy dynamics.

As mentioned in Section 1, Schrödinger’s equation of QM is only the low-
energy approximation to the Lorentz-invariant Klein-Gordon equation of quan-
tum field theory with a kinematics of Fock space, a direct sum over multi-particle
Hilbert spaces. And in SR, M4 spacetime is globally flat and independent of
the stress-energy tensor. But, we know that M4 is only a low mass-energy ap-
proximation to the curved spacetime of general relativity, which is determined
by the stress-energy tensor per Einstein’s equations and is only locally flat. So
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in general, kinematics constrain dynamics, which in turn bear prominently on
the kinematics (beyond the simple situation shown in Figure 16 for low-energy
situations).

We also explained how the Planck postulate is the reason for the myste-
rious superposition/noncommutativity/complementarity whence ‘average-only’
projection for spin- 12 particles, ‘average-only’ transmission for photon polariza-
tion, and ‘average-only’ intensity for the double-slit experiment. Accordingly,
the most fundamental explanans for Bell state entanglement is ‘average-only’
conservation resulting from the relativity principle. Likewise, rather than using
the geometry of M4 as the fundamental explanans for the mysteries of length
contraction and time dilation per structural explanation, the most fundamen-
tal explanans for length contraction and time dilation per principle explanation
is the relativity of simultaneity resulting from the relativity principle. Conse-
quently, [Koberinski and Müller, 2018] write:

We suggest that (continuous) reversibility may be the postulate
which comes closest to being a candidate for a glimpse on the gen-
uinely physical kernel of “quantum reality.” Even though Fuchs
may want to set a higher threshold for a “glimpse of quantum re-
ality,” this postulate is quite surprising from the point of view of
classical physics: when we have a discrete system that can be in a fi-
nite number of perfectly distinguishable alternatives, then one would
classically expect that reversible evolution must be discrete too. For
example, a single bit can only ever be flipped, which is a discrete
indivisible operation. Not so in quantum theory: the state |0⟩ of a
qubit can be continuously-reversibly “moved over” to the state |1⟩.
For people without knowledge of quantum theory (but of classical
information theory), this may appear as surprising or “paradoxical”
as Einstein’s light postulate sounds to people without knowledge of
relativity.

The analogy between QM and SR is historical as well. Physicists (includ-
ing Einstein) first tried to find a causal mechanism for length contraction a la
the luminiferous aether before Einstein “despairingly” gave up his “construc-
tive efforts” and turned to a principle approach (relativity principle) resulting
in SR as we know it today. Likewise, physicists first tried to find a causal mech-
anism for Bell state entanglement before (and while) Rovelli, Fuchs, Hardy,
Zeilinger, Brukner, Müller, and others turned to a principle approach based on
information-theoretic principles. Viewing QRP as a “device-independent ap-
proach” where physical systems need not have counterparts in the operational
formalism, [Grinbaum, 2017] writes:

If, despite Einstein’s wish, no constructive theory has materialized
as a replacement of special relativity, it is not impossible to imag-
ine that our intuitive desire to ‘fill the box’ with physical systems
for the purposes of better explaining physics is as illusory. The
device-independent approach might stay as a legitimate way of do-
ing physics, without any need to ‘fill the box,’ much in the same
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sense as principle-based special relativity has not been surpassed by
any constructive theory.

QRP has succeeded in rendering QM a principle theory, but not a principle
explanation a la SR, so it has not found consensus support like SR.

Another reason QRP’s principle version of QM has not found consensus sup-
port in foundations is due to a pervasive constructive bias in foundations. For ex-
ample, confronted with the double-slit experiment (what [Feynman et al., 1963,
ch. 37] called “the only mystery” of QM) the constructive thinker wants to
know exactly what is passing through the slits. We end up with particle-like
outcomes at the detector that are distributed in a wave-like interference pat-
tern, so are particles passing through the slits or are waves? If it’s particles, then
they must pass through one slit or the other, so how do they end up creating an
interference pattern? Perhaps you have waves guiding particles? If it’s waves,
then they impinge along the entirety of the detector screen, so how do they end
up creating particle events? Perhaps it’s spontaneous collapse? Or perhaps the
waves don’t collapse, but the universe splits into infinitely many worlds each
with a point-like outcome?

Here is a typical constructive attitude about the double-slit experiment from
Maudlin [Geleta, 2023]:

You would like a clear physical account of what’s really going on.
... The first thing you want to ask somebody when they’re trying
to explain the physics underlying this behavior is, “Do you have the
first picture where in addition to the particle you have this wave-
like thing (like Bohmian mechanics) or the second picture where you
only have this wave-like thing and it collapses (spontaneous collapse
models) or the third picture where you only have this wave-like thing
and it doesn’t collapse (like Many-Worlds).” Those are your three
options.

It may be true that those are your only three options if you are looking for
a constructive solution to the mystery of the double-slit experiment. But, as
we explained above, there is an entirely different way to solve the mystery
of the double-slit experiment. That is, the most fundamental explanans for
wave-particle duality in the double-slit experiment is ‘average-only’ intensity due
to the relativity principle demanding the observer-independence of h between
inertial reference frames related by spatial translations. And, it’s a matter of
opinion as to whether or not such principle explanation is necessarily inferior
to the constructive explanation of the interpretation program. For example,
[Koberinski and Müller, 2018] retort:

None of Bohmian mechanics, Everettian quantum theory, or col-
lapse theories fill the explanatory role of a principle theory. For
example, Everettian quantum theory does not start with a broad
general framework of ‘theories of many worlds,’ put simple princi-
ples on top of that, and prove that quantum theory is the unique
theory of many worlds that satisfies these principles.
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Figure 16: Kinematics constrain dynamics, which bear on kinematics.

Additionally, as we have shown herein, the completion of QRP via princi-
ple explanation (based on a spatial interpretation of QRP) provides enormous
unification (Figure 16) with “clear empirical understanding.” If you take into
account the [Jacobson, 1995] derivation of Einstein’s equations from thermody-
namic principles and the equivalence principle (itself a form of NPRF), com-
bined with the fact that quantum field theory resulted from the marriage of QM
and SR, then Figure 16 becomes Figure 17. [Aside: According to Jacobson’s

derivation, Newton’s gravitational constant G = c4

4h̄η , where η is the constant of

proportionality between entropy and causal horizon area.] And, this view solves
the mystery of entanglement without violating locality, statistical independence,
intersubjective agreement, or the uniqueness of experimental outcomes, which
is provably impossible in constructive fashion per Bell’s theorem and the ex-
perimental violation of Bell inequalities. Thus, QM and SR are unified via
adynamical global constraints such that both are well-understood principle the-
ories despite the fact that neither has a consensus constructive counterpart.
What more might the Nobel laureate in physics require in order to say they
now understand QM?
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Figure 17: All Physics.
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